GO WEST, YOUNG MAN, GO WEST!

Peter Bushnell and Wai Kin Choy *
In 1983, Australia and New Zealand signed the Closer Economic Relations Agreement d esigned to
ensure free trade in goods and services. The two countries already permitted the free movement of
people. D o these arrangements constitute a modern equivalent of H o r a ce G r ee l ey ’ s f a m ou s a dv i se , ‘G o
west, young man, go west’? And are New Zealanders taking this advice? A number are, but a common
labour market has not let to a brain drain from New Zealand to Australia. Many of the workers who
leave New Zealand have low skill levels and, of those with higher skills, many are olde r and th eir skills
are often not thos e which Australia is trying to attract.

Many policy analysts are concerned about
the effects of econom ic integration. A
concern expressed by some countries
considering closer econom ic links is that
it will result in their talented people
leaving. The issue posed for this paper
was that econom ic integration has led to a
brain drain from New Zealand to
Australia, and thus it would be useful to
consider the situation as a case study. As
the paper reveals, the story is more
complex than appears from just the
bilateral flows.
The paper is organised as follows. W e
first provide an empirical background for
discussion, by placing bilateral migration
between Australia and New Zealand
within an international and historical
context. W e then examine a few unilateral
concerns with these migration flows,
before examining two particular policy
tensions that have arisen between the two
governments. Following that, we shall
provide an example of how integration
can help domestic policies. The paper
closes by looking to the future.
WHAT IS THE EVIDENCE OF A
BRAIN DRAIN?1
Before discussing the bilateral flows
across the Tasman Sea, we shall look at
total New Zealand migration with all
countr ies (that is a global view). To put
the numbers into context, in 1999, the
resident population of New Zealand was

3.8 million and that of Australia was 19
million.2 For both the global and bilateral
views, we shall examine first the brain
drain story based on the total numbers of
people migrating, and subsequ ently some
quality aspect of migrant flows.
GLOBAL VIEW: NEW ZEALAND AND
THE REST OF THE WORLD
Numb er of migrants
Figure 1 sets out the permanent and
long-term (PLT) migration flows to and
from New Zealand over the past 40 years.
While the data are derived from the intentions stated on arrival and departure cards
submitted at the border, the flows shown
in Figure 1 have been adjusted for subsequent changes in intentions.3 The solid
line shows arrivals into New Zealand
who did stay more than a year, while the
dotted line shows d epartures o f those in
New Zealand w ho did stay away for more
than a year. The shaded area shows the
net result.
The key points are:
• There is a net outflow just now — In
the year to September 2000, total
departures exceeded arrivals by
18,038.
• The current net outflow is r elatively
small and comes after a long period of
net inflows — In the current ye ar,
New Zealand has lost more people has
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Figure 1:

Total arrivals, departures and net migration, 1961 to 2000, years to
September, adjusted data

gained. But this needs to be seen in
context of a net gain of people in the rest
of the last decade, averaging 7,810 per
annum for the decade.
• The long-term trend is for a reasonably-sized inflow — Over the last 40
years total migration has added
115,389 people to New Zealand’s
population. Broadly speaking the
1960s and early 70s were periods of
net inflow. Th ere were la rge net outflows in the late 1970s and throughout
the 1980s (particularly at the end of
each decade). T he greatest outflows
were in 1978 (30,420) and 1979
(31,907), while the largest inflows
were in 1974 (29,679) and in 1996
(28,697).
• Arrivals and depa rtures are b oth
growing over time — Both departures
and arrivals have been gradually
increasing over time in absolute size
and relative to the New Zealand population. In the last three decades,
annual gross flow s have ge nerally
been more than one percent of the
population. However, net flows are a
small proportion of total gross flows.
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•

Net inflows and outflows have been
volatile — Be fore the late 1960s inflows and outflows were small and
stable compared with those since then.
Large fluctuations in net inflows and
outflows have been a feature of migration flows since the late 1960s. 4 Interpreting immigration trends based on a
single year’s data is a hazardous game
at best.
To obtain a fuller understanding of the
composition of these flows, Figure 2
breaks down net permanent and long-term
migration by citizenship.
The main points are:
• There is a long term trend for net
outflows of New Zealanders — Over
the last 47 years, New Zealand has
lost almost 484,000 New Zealand
citizens, an averag e of just over
10,000 every ye ar.
• Growing departures by New Zealand
citizens have been driving the net
losses recently — Permanent and
long-term departures of New Zealand
citizens have bee n growin g since
1993. They pea ked at almost 60,000
a year in 1979 and again in 1989.

Figure 2:

Total net migration by citizenship, 1953 to 2000, years to March

to those who left? Unfortunately, there is
They are now close to this level again. At
only relatively unreliable information on
the same time, permanent and long term
the skills of migrants.5 In addition,
arrivals of New Zealand citizens have
compara ble data are available only since
been relatively static for the last 20 years.
1992. Nevertheless, it is still potentia lly
• New Zealand citizens are being
useful to examine whether these data
replaced with citizens of other counsupport the brain drain hypothesis.
tries — The 483,883 New Zealand
Hayden Glass 6 has classified permanent
citizens who have departe d over the
and long term migrants into three broad
past 47 years have been replaced with
skill levels (high-skill, semi-skill, and
81,159 Australian citizens, and
low-skill). 7 Table 1 looks at the net effect
676,257 citizens of other countries, for
of PLT migration.
a net gain of 273,533.
W hile New Zealand has gained
Table 1: Net permanent and long term
migrants, on average, over the past
migration by imputed skill level, 199240 years, the net effect on human
2000, years to September
capital will depend on whether there
Low NAE* or not
Semi
High
are differences between the people
Total
Year
specified
skill
skill
skill
leaving, and the people coming in.
1992
-446
-285 1,537
1,968
2,774
To the extent that such differences
1993
2,710
185
222
8,460 11,577
exist, migration may have a stronger
1994
4,613
-29
356
13,538 18,478
influence on the characteristics of
1995
6,357
116
1,049
18,796 26,318
the population than it does on the
1996
6,891
275 1,556
18,546 27,268
total numbers. The usual key
1997
2,666
-666
-280
11,179 12,899
characteristics of interest in the
brain drain debate are skill levels
1998
-1,103
-1,946 -2,591
1,777
-3,863
and age.
1999
-3,079
-1,834 -3,488
-2,144 -10,545
Skill composition
W hat were the skills of those
coming into New Zealand compared

2000

-4,197

-2,583 -3,108

360

-9,528

Total

14,412

-6,767 -4,747

72,480

75,378

Note: NAE*; Not Actively Engaged
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The key points from this table are:
• There is a small ou tflow acros s all
skill levels recen tly — Since 1998,
more people have been leaving across
all skill levels than have been coming.
• This small outflow is dwarfed by the
size of the inflow earlier this decade
— Across the whole decade, there has
been a net inflow of those in high -skill
occupations, and net outflows of those
in semi and low-skilled occupations.
• The skill levels of most migrants
cannot be determined — About half of
all migrants report unspecified
occupations or that they are not
actively engaged. Exactly h ow this
response should be interpreted is
unclear. Furthermore, since the cards
are not checked on entry, the data are
not very reliable.
While Table 1 reveals some useful
points about the net effect, we n eed to test
whether there has be en a chan ge in
migration patterns across the skill
distribution for those leaving and coming
(that is the gross effect). Figure 3 shows
Figure 3:

the percentage of permanent and
long-term (PLT) arrivals and departures
in each skill category. The data shown
here are of proportions of all those who
do specify an o ccupation that could be
coded.8 In particular, we compare the
three-year average percentages at the
beginning and end of the 1992 to 2000
period.
Analysis of recorded occupations
suggests the following key points:
• The skill distribution o f those depa rting has not chang ed substan tially over
time
• Arrivals are getting more skilled over
time — The proportion of arrivals
accounted for by the hig h-skilled has
grown substantially o ver time. At the
s a me time, the proportion of
low-skilled people arriving has fallen.
• Arrivals are slightly more skilled than
departures
Another characteristic of migrants that
is often analysed when examining the
brain drain debate is age, as discussed
briefly below.

Per cent of PLT arrivals and departures in each skill category, three -year
averages at start and end of the 1992 to 2000 period, years to March
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Age composition
The key points that Glass 9 noted include
the following:
• Younger people are leaving, while
older ones are coming — More 15-24
year olds have left for more than 12
months than have come almost every
year for the last two decades. In contrast, the greatest inflows are generally
the 25-39 year olds.
• Permanent and long-term immigra nts
seem to be becoming older.
• The age of those departing also seems
to have increased.
The overall story is that there is a net
gain to New Zealand from migration over
the past 40 years, with departing younger
New Zealand citizens being more than
replaced by adult non-New Zealand
citizens. These flows, however, are quite
volatile. Next, we shall examine the source
and destination countrie s for migrants
arriving and departing.
Endnote 10
Source and destination countries
The following figure sets out the net
migration position for different source and
destination countries.

Key points to be noted from Figure 4:
• Large numbers of New Zealand residents go to Australia — In almost
every year, New Zealand has lost more
people to Australia than it got back,
although the extent of the flow varied
substantially over time. High levels of
net outflows have occurred in the latter
part of the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s. It
is worth noting that the number of
departures to Australia followed a far
more erratic trend than that of
departures to other countries.
• Arrivals are diversifying — New
Zealand consistently gained people
from Asia, and in the 1990s, this trend
expanded considerably so that Asia is
the biggest source region for permanent and long-term migrants. The
picture with respect to the United
Kingdom is more mixed with periods
of net inflow and net outflow over the
last 20 years.11
More desegregated data shows that
about half of all people leaving over the
last 20 years have gone to Australia, with
the United Kingdom accounting for

Figure 4: Net permanent and long-term migration for different source and destination
locations, 1979 to 2000, years to September10
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another 20 per cent.
As a result of these migration patterns,
New Zealand-born people in Australia
now amount to about 10 per cent of the
current New Zealand population. (A
further 1.5 per cen t of the New Zealandborn live in the UK , 0.5 per cen t in
Canada and the US, and 1.5 per cent in
other parts of the w orld.) 12 In summary,
New Zealand-born peo ple who are
currently overseas a re approxim ately 15
per cent of the current New Zealand
population, and a majority of them (about
two-thirds) are in Australia.
In comparison, according to the 1996
census data, 17 per cent of those living in
New Zealand were born overseas. Most
of these immigrants were from the United
Kingdom and Ireland, and Australia.
Overall, it is clear that Australia is a
major migration ‘p artner’ in terms of both
an origin and a destination country. This
leads us to the next subsection on
trans-Tasman flows.
BILATERAL VIEW: NEW ZEALAND
AND AUSTRALIA
Before discussing bilateral flows w ith
Australia, it is worth pro viding a little
historical background.
Historical context
There has been free flow of people since
the earliest settlement. Freedom of movement of people was the norm internationally in the nineteenth century and only
broke down fo llowing the First Wo rld
War. New Zealand and Australia, however, maintained free mobility. New
Zealand citizens could enter A ustralia
freely to visit, live and work and vice
versa.
In 1973, this was recognised in the
Trans-Tasman Travel Arrangement,
which codified the understanding.
More generally, the two countries
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shared many experiences in th e
nineteenth century, having common
sources of migrants and a parallel pattern
of economic development even to the
point of their own gold rushes.
As Arn old puts it,
‘There are few aspects of New Zealand
history which make full sense without
taking some account of Australasian
dimensions.’13
Over the last century there were a
number of long-standing business links
between the two countries. Particular
examples were banking and farm servicing.
Nevertheless there were many
impedim ents to trade in goods and services.
In 1983, the Australia New Zealand
Closer Economic Relations Trade Agreement (CER) w as signed w ith the goal of
establishing free trade in goods and
services. Trade and business re lations
between the two countries have deepened
since then.
In light of the long history of open
labour markets between the two countries
and increasing e conom ic integration, it
should not be surprising that many
departing New Zealand citizens go to
Australia. In fact, over the past 20 years,
about half of those departing have gone
there. It should be born e in mind,
however, that over the same period,
Australia has been the biggest source
country of gross arrivals to New Zealand.
Num bers of m igrants to A ustralia
Figure 5 shows the permanent and longterm migration between New Zealand and
Australia since 194 7. The soli d line
shows arrivals into New Zealand from
Australia of people intending to stay for
at least one year. The dotted line shows
departures of New Zealand re sidents to
Australia who intended to be away at
least one year. The shaded area is the net

Figure 5: Permanent and long-term migration with Australia, 1947 to 2000, years to
March15

result. 14 Endnote in 15
The key points from Figure 5 include:
• Both inflows and outflows to Australia
began increasing markedly from the
1960s.
• Since the late 1960s, the net flow has
been almost always from New Zealand
to Australia — Be fore that, it was in
the opposite direction.
• Large and volatile departures from
NewZealand to Australia — There
have been persistent and increasing
flows from New Zealand to Australia
since the late 1970s which has been
very volatile, peaking in the late 70s,
80s and 90s. It is the variability in the
flow from New Zealand to Australia
that drives the pattern of net migration
commented on earlier in this paper.
• Relatively steady arrivals from
Australia to New Zealand — In
contrast, the numbers of Australian
residents moving from A ustralia to
New Zealand have been less volatile,
but still significant. Some of these
people will have been New Zealand

citizens returning more than one year
after departing16 but others will be
Australian citizens.17
Next, we discuss briefly the skill
composition of the trans-Tasman flows.
Skill composition
The evidence sugge sts that emigration
from New Zealand to A ustralia occurs
across all skill categories roughly in the
same proportion a s the popu lation as a
whole.18 In contrast, thos e departing to
other countries tend to be higher skilled.
The difference in th e skill mix is likely to
be due, in large p art, to the free entry into
Australia under the Trans-Tasman Travel
Arrangement, which allows movement
regardless of formal skills.
Furthermore, Hump hris 19 points out
that when net outflows are high, the
low-skilled make up a dispropo rtionately
large portion of the departures. W e are
currently experiencing high net outflows,
and so, the trend of large net outflows in
the low-skilled category may be showing
up in the data.
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CONSEQUENCES OF MIGRATION
Next, one might ask what the consequences of trans-Tasman migration, and
the total migration flows to and from New
Zealand, are for the country. There are
both unilateral and bilateral concerns
relating to these flows. W e shall briefly
look at a few unilateral concerns for New
Zealand, before proceeding to the bilateral tensions between Australia and New
Zealand. Furthermore, some po ssible
positive effec ts are highligh ted as we ll.
UNILATERAL CONCERNS
The discussion in this subsection focuses
on the econo mic effects of migration. The
first unilateral concern discussed here is
the alleged brain drain due to a net loss of
workers across the Tasman.
Is there a brain drain to Australia?
Let’s sum up the evidence of a brain drain
related to econom ic integration. W e
suggest that the propo sition is not
supported on two grounds:
• the flow of New Zealande rs to
Australia is representative of the
population of New Zealand and is not
biased toward the high-skilled;20
• the flow began in the late 1960s which
predates the deepe ning of eco nomic
links that occurred in the 1980s.
The first point has been prev iously noted
by others as w ell. 21 The following quote
sums it up nicely.
With respect to the brain drain, the
population exchange appears to cover the
broad spectrum of occupations… and the
problem for New Zealand would thus
appear to be a loss of human resources in
general rather than a selective bias of the
most highly trained persons.22
Instead, what we have is the consequence of a common labour market.
People of all skill levels have migrated
because of employ ment and income
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prospects in Australia. This is not a b rain
drain, which implies the departure of only
the most talented. In fact, the main effect
of the common labour market has been
quite different. It has allowed the migration of a broad mix of N ew Zealande rs
who might otherwise have been screened
out of Australia. The current Australian
immigration criteria would exclude many
of the lower-skilled workers, and also
those more skilled workers who are older
or who do not fit within the approved
occupatio nal list.
Nevertheless, there have been a few
studies that have claimed that there is a
brain drain.23 Poot24 suggests two pos sible
reasons for the difference in results. One
reason is the sensitivity to the level of
d i s a g g re g a t i o n w h e n r e c o d i n g
occupational categories into skill groups.
When we lo ok at specific occupations,
migration appears to be more selective
than the aggreg ate data sug gest. 25
Another reason for the difference is that
some such analyses are do ne over a short
period of time when shortages in specific
labour market can play an important role.
For example, during the 1980s, many
nurses migrated fro m New Zealand to
Australia in response to high pay,
e x t e n s i v e v a c a n c i e s a nd act i v e
recruitment, until economic conditions
changed markedly in New Zealand.
Carpenters and builders are another group
with high mobility rates.26
The second concern is that immigran ts
to New Zealand may not be good
substitutes for the departing New Zealand
citizens. This is discussed below.
Are immigrants to New Zealand good
substitutes for New Zealand citizen
emigrants?
As discussed earlier, we ha ve some evidence that immigrants are likely to be
more skilled than emigrants. The critical

questio n is whether all these skills are
being productively used.
The unemployment rates of recent
migrants are typically high. Winklemann 27
gives an overall rate of 35 per cent for
migrants in the first year of residence in
New Zealand based on 1996 Census data.
Rates were substantially lower for
younger age groups, and those from
English-speaking countries, and up to 59
per cent for migrants from South Asia.
Similar results are cited in Bedford et al. 28
in relation to specific ethnic groups.
Howev er, it is not surprising that
unemployment rates for new labour
market entrants are often very high. The
key question is what happens over time.
Poot et al. 29 present evidence that the
likelihood of immigra nts bein g unemployed decreases as time in New Zealand
increases. The income of the overseasborn who had been in New Zealand 10-14
years in 1981 co uld be ‘favo urably
compared’ with the income of the New
Zeala nd-born. Pacific peoples were
particularly disadvantaged on arrival, but
tentative evidence suggested that they
experienced rapid declines in unemployment and increases in income over
time. The explanation for the differences
between overseas and New Zealand-born
focused on skills, and particularly on
English language ability.
Results from Winkelmann and
W i n k e l m a n n 30 t a k e t h i s po i n t
significantly further. Their findings indicate that immigrants have a hard time
integrating into the labour market over
time — particularly those from Asia or
the Pacific who do not speak Englis h. A
typical immigrant, despite being relatively highly educated, was likely to have
a lower income and a lower pro bability of
participation and employment than a New
Zealand-born person of the same age and
education level in the first years after

arrival. This entry d isadvant age
diminished with years of residence in
New Zealand. There is considera ble
diversity noted for different individu als
within these results, and some suggestion
that the premium for speaking English
well has risen over the past decade.
These results suggest that, while net
migration has added numb ers to the New
Zealand population (over the longer
term), the incoming m igrants may , in
fact, not be a complete replacement for
citizens who departed (at least in the
short run), despite bein g apparen tly
higher skilled on average.
BERL 31 conducted a wide ranging
study on the influences of immigration
flows on human capital. They try to get
behind the numbers to some estimates of
the value of immigration flows. Using
occupation- specific wage rates, BERL
value the impact of the flows of
immigrant skills over the 1992 to 1998
period on the total stock of New
Zealand’s human c apital. In the year of
peak net inward flows (1996) the impact
reached one per cent. But influence s vary
significantly across occupational groups
— with an impact of 3.5 per cent on
human capital within the ‘Professionals’
group in 1996. Gross flow impacts of
immigration were, unsurprisingly, somewhat larger. The seven year average gave
an impact from inward migration on
human capital of aroun d 2.5 per ce nt,
with outward migration at about two per
cent. In both cases the impact was largest
on the highest sk ill occupatio nal
categories. Inward migrants tend to be
replacing losses rather than augmenting
the existing stock of human capital.
BERL also note s that the impacts of
immigration flows vary quite substantially from year to year. 32
A third conce rn in New Zealand is that
there could be more generalised losses
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via the departure of New Zealand
citizens, as addressed below.
Education and other fiscal concerns
Most education services are substantially
funded by taxpayers, who therefore have
an interest in getting a return on that
investment in the form of taxes from the
educated person over his/her life. To the
extent that educated people take their
accumulated education overse as with
them, the implicit contract with taxpayers
is thwarted. New Zealand taxpayers end
up, in effect, subsidising the growth of
other countries. A nd it is not nece ssarily
solely a fiscal effect if there are positive
externalities from having high-skilled
people around (some kind of knowledge
spillovers).
Other fiscal costs also may be relevant. New Zea landers qualify for subsidised health care by birth or by securing
permanent residence. They ca n qualify
for superannuation by working here for
some years. There is a risk that New
Zealanders will go overseas and avoid the
tax that could be expected to fund these
costs, and then return to New Zealand for
health care or for superannuation at the
cost of the New Z ealand taxpayer.
Other unilateral concerns
There are also positive effects from
migration. Migrati on to and from
Australia has provided an adjustment
mechanism to shocks in the labour
market. 33 Trans-Tasm an migration is
sensitive to demog raphy, the c ost of
travel and to relative economic conditions
(earnings and employment opport unities). 34 Similar factors influence flows
between states within Australia, although
there is still a border effect affecting New
Zealand movements. 35 International labour
mobility appears to be a more important
channel for adjustment of the New
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Zealand labour ma rket to an eco nomic
shock than is the cas e for Austr alia.36
Similarly, Easton37 has made a conjecture
that the net outflow across the Tasman
has contributed to New Ze aland’s
relatively low unemployment rate.
Emigration and immigratio n affects
New Zealand in many other ways. For
example, migrants bring diversity of
culture and networks to their host
country. The act of migrating suggests
they may have more initiative, and be
more willing to take risks than counterparts who stay put in their native country.
W e noted before the numbers of New
Zealand-born who are now living
overseas. What effect this diaspora has on
New Zealand can only be speculated. Are
there remaining links that are translated
into business o pportunit ies? Wha t
financial flows occur? Fo r some countries
these are known to be important, but in
the case of N ew Zea land no info rmation
is available. Various commentators have
looked to find some way of harnessing
the potential of New Zealanders overseas;
nothing has been ide ntified so far.
No work is available which assesses
all the impacts on New Zealand of these
migration flows. With our current
i n f o rm a t i o n , th e r e s u l t a p p e a rs
ambiguous.
Nevertheless, there are some clear
policy challenge s to deal with the effects
identified above. These include:
• increasing econom ic performance in
New Zealand to make it a more
attractive location for New Zealand
citizens;
• reducing adjustment frictions for
immigran ts (for example, by recognising appropriate qualifications); and
• defining and enforcing e ntitlements to
social services and any associated
obligations (such as the repayment of
student loans).

In addition to this set of unilateral
concerns, there have been several labour
market tensions and opportunities that
have arisen in the bilateral relationship
with Australia. Three different sorts of
bilateral issues that have arisen in relation
to our common labour market are
discussed below.
BILATERAL TENSIONS AND
OPPORTUNITIES
Over the past 30 years, the net flow has
been almost alw ays towa rd Australia
from New Z ealand. In th is regard, the
imbalance has probably b een similar to
that occurring from State s such as S outh
Australia or Tasmania to Western
Australia and Queensland.
Successive Australian governm ents
have reiterated their support for the TransTasman Travel Arrangement. Howev er,
the large continuing imbalance has led to
concerns about two areas where the relation between the Commonwealth of
Australia and New Zealand differs from
the Common wealth’s relation with the
States. These two areas are:
• the different criteria for third-country
migrants; and
• the fiscal costs of social security payments.
When the Trans-Tasman Travel
Arrangement was sign ed in 1973 , there
were no special conditions set to deal
with either issue. At the time, there had
been an approximate balance in migration. If that balance had continued, then it
is likely that neither issue would have
arisen as a point of tension. In other
words, integration plus imbalance equals
tensions.
W e shall discuss these two tensions,
and then cover how integration can sometimes provide opportunities for improved
domestic policy processes. For this, we
discuss the treatment of standard setting.

Third-country migration
W e begin with migrants from third
countries. Both Australia and New
Zealand operate a point system to select
skilled economic migrants. These are
similar but not identical. The relative
valuation of a potential migrant’s
characteristic s is not the same. The
Australian system gives prefere nce to
y o u n g e r migrants w ith s peci f ic
occupational skills, whereas the New
Zealand system relies more on a ‘general
skills’ principle.
A second difference between the two
country’s immigration systems relates to
migrants from Pacific countries. People
from the Cook Islands, Niue and Tokelau
are all New Zealand citizens by birth (the
total population of these islands are
approxim ately 22,200). New Zealand also
allows an additional annual quota of 1100
(including dependents) from Samoa.
Concern has been expressed in
Australia that some po tential migran ts
who would not have qualified under
Australian criteria have been seeking
entry through the ‘b ackdoor’ b y
migrating first to New Zealand.
Australian commentators have stated that,
in the eight months from July 1999 to
February 2000, almost one-t hird of New
Zealand migrants to Australia were not
born in New Zealand.
Taking a slightly longer period from
1994 to 1999, the share of New Zealand
migrants to Australia not born in New
Zealand rose from ab out 15 per c ent in
the 1980s to 24 per cent, slightly above
the share of non-New Zealand born in the
New Zealand population.
It is unclear whether this concern
about ‘backdoor’ migration results from
a view tha t:
• it causes Australia to lose control of
the numbers of immigrants; or
• New Zealand standards for third-
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country migrants is lo wer than
those of Australia; or
• Australia would like to move away
from the concept of a common labour
market and ‘cherry-pick’ migrants
from New Zealand.
On the first point, net mig ration is
what matters and New Zealand can’t
prevent its citizens leaving. Furthermo re
the flows involved are too small. At most,
backdoor migration has amounte d to
around 10 per cent of permanent
migration.
On the second point, evidence has not
been presented to justify a concern that
New Zealand standards a re lower. In the
1996 Australian c ensus, thos e born in
New Zealand earned a higher average
in co me t h an other migrants or
Australian-born. The data do not show
incomes by citizensh ip at time of migration to Australia, thus we cann ot test this
possibility.38
However, the Australian Minister for
Immigration, Mr Ru ddock rec ently stated
that he would like to see a common
approach by Austra lia and Ne w Zeala nd
toward migrants:
I’m anxious to have ... common border
arrangements... so that if someone is eligible to come to Australia they’re going to
meet the same criteria if they go to New
Zealand.39
In regard to the third point, should the
average income of New Zealand migrants
be even higher than that of other groups
in Australia su ch as the na tive-born?
After all, as economists, we all appreciate
that what matters is the marginal migrant
not the averag e one. W ouldn’t ‘cherrypicking’ out the skilled migrants be a
better policy for Australia? It is not the
declared intention of the Australian
government in respect to the
Trans-Tasman Travel Arra ngement. In
fact, Australian m inisters have declared
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continual support for the Trans-Tasman
Travel Arrange ment, as the following
recent quote illustrates:
Under the changes, Australian and New
Zealand citizens will continue to be able to
visit, work, study and live in each other’s
country indefinitely as has been the case
for many years.40
Australia’s inability to select migra nts
from New Zealand has been a concern in
relation to the fiscal cost of social
security payments to migrants. Australian
officials have argued that the fiscal cost is
more than would have been the case if
Australia had been able to select its New
Zealand migrants. T hese fiscal co sts
include transfer payments made to those
who are invalids and unable to work,
single parents, and those aged over 65.
This fiscal cost issue is the second area of
tension that has resulted from the large
imbalance in migration flows, wh ich is
discussed next.
Income transfer paym ents
From 1969, there was a ‘host country’
agreement under w hich Au stralians
received immediate access to all New
Zealand benefits and vice versa.
After the balance of migration tilted
strongly towards Australia in the late
1970s, Australian governments sought
changes to the arrangements. An agreement to reimburse costs was reached in
1988, and modified in 1994. U nder this
agreeme nt, lump sum payments are made
between the Gove rnments to c ontribute
towards the cost of so me bene fits paid to
each other’s nationals.41
This arrangem ent has just been
changed. Both governments were concerned over the administrative complex ity
of the reimbursing scheme.
The Australian authorities were
mainly concerned with the gross fiscal
cost of making the paym ents net of the

N ew Z e a l a n d reimbursem ent. A
secondary argumen t was that if the
Austr alians could be m ore selective in
choosing migrants from New Zealand
then fewer payments would need to be
made.
The New Zealand response was to
point to:
• the above average in come, sk ill levels
employment and participation rates of
New Zealanders in Australia;
• the contribution that New Z ealanders
make to the Australian tax base;
• the investment that New Zealand taxpayers make in th e education and
training of people before they migrate;
and
• the fact that when New Z ealand imm igrants who worked in Aust ralia retire
in New Z ealand, the New Zealand
government pays for their full retirement costs.42
The Agreement reached recently by
the two governments on the 26th of
February 2001 has changed the basis for
benefit payments.43 The new arrangements cover the pension entitlements for
those who are re tired and pa yments to
those who are seriously disabled.
Individual beneficiaries will receive
dual payments, one from each Government according to the proportion of the
individual’s working life spent in each
country. Decisions on the entitlement to
all other transfer payments (such as for
single parents) are outside the agreement
and are a matter for the Government
concerned.
Social security schemes of the sort (up
to recent times) in Australia and New
Zealand do not cope well with high international mobility and large imbalances of
flows compared with contributory
schemes with acco unts held in the names
of individuals. W ith large imba lances in
migration flows, socia l security schemes

risk making payments to people without
having the full benefit of their tax
contributions in the past. If there are
substantial differences in social security
policies, then peop le may ch oose to
locate to maximize the benefits they
receive.
A couple of solutions to this problem
are to match policies or to move c loser to
an individualized insurance approach.
Another solution, suc h as with th e new
Australia-New Zealand Social Security
Agreem ent, is for each governm ent to
make its own payments based on the
percentage of working life in a country
directly to the recipient. T his approa ch is
amenab le to being extended to any number of participating cou ntries. It is likely
to become mo re important in th e future to
accomm odate rising international mobility when imbalances become increasingly
likely.
W e have just discussed two examples
of tensions tha t arise in a common labour
market with large imbalances in
migration flows. The next section looks at
another sort of issue that arises in all joint
markets. With integration, a decision has
to be made on ho w to determ ine the
standards that will apply to goods and
services traded.
Standard setting
Three broad options for setting standards
are listed below, which we label as political, bureaucra tic and market, although
there can be lots of variants that mix and
match:
• political: reaching a political deal on
common standards between the two
countries then using separate domestic
regulations and relying on domestic
courts to enforce. Over time the standards can drift apart as a result of
slightly different approaches by the
two judiciaries, forcing a further polit-
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ical process to realign;
•
bureaucratic: forming a supra-national
body — which transfers the routine
exercise of sovereig nty to an independent
body. This has been done for food
standards;
• market: allowing the decisions of
firms to select which set of standards
and associated processes will apply.
Allowing for mutual recognition of
standards set in either jurisdiction has
done this.
The Trans-Ta sman M utual Rec ognition Arrangement (TTMRA), which came
into effect on 1 M ay 1998, provides that
goods whic h can be legally sold in one
country can be sold in the other, and that
people who are registered to carry out an
occupation in one country are entitled to
practise an equivalent occupation in the
other. This mirrors the arrangements that
existed between Australian States.
While the Trans-Tasman Travel
Arrangement confirmed the free flow of
citizens between Australia and New
Zealand, it did not deal with other regulatory impediments to the flow of skilled
migrants between the two countries. In
particular, differences in registration
requireme nts for similar occupations
often meant that individuals would need
to meet registration requirements in the
other country, despite the fa ct that the
occupations were similar in both countries. For example, a nurse in New
Zealand would b e required to sit further
examinations before bein g allowed to
practice nursing in any state in Australia.
In many cases, these differences in regulatory requirements simply reflect
national historical or institutional arrangements, rather than the objec tive
assessment of risks to public health,
safety and the environ ment.
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The TTMRA is a simple, low cost and
low maintenance way of overcoming
unnecessary regulatory impediments to
flow of skilled workers between A ustralia
and New Zealand. It avoids the need for
harmonisation of all regulatory requirements, recognising that there may be
legitimate reasons for differences
between the countries, but at the same
time encourages convergence of regulatory systems over time. The TTMRA:
• increases opportun ities for New
Zealanders and Au stralians to w ork in
each other’s country;
• encourages greater cooperatio n
between registration authorities in
Australia and New Zealand;
• provides an impetus for both countries
to consider the appropriateness of
existing regulatory requirements; and
• provides greater discipline on regulators contemplating new registration
requirements.
Although the TTMRA has been in
place for close to three years, we are not
aware of any formal work evaluating the
effects of this Act. However, information
to date suggests that the registrations of
professions are now coordinated more
closely across the Tasman. For example,
since the TTMRA was signed, 72
Australian domiciled patent attorneys
have registered to practise in New
Zealand, bringing the total number of
patent attorneys registered to p ractise in
New Zealand to 210. In other words, the
TTMRA has lead to a 50 per cent
increase in the size of the New Zealand
patent attorney industry. Meanwhile,
some 56 New Zealand d omiciled patent
attorneys have registered in Australia.44 It
is fair to say that, in this industry, the
TTMRA has resulted in a significant

level of integration, at least from a New
Zealand perspective.
In looking at policy issues, we have
seen how integration has helped open up
options for better policy design, but how
tensions have arisen Trans-Tasman as a
result of the continuin g imbalan ce in
migration. They have been resolved in the
case of welfare payments by redesigning
the underlying policies. In the case of
migration from third countries small
differences in criteria have been lived
with so far.
WHAT OF THE FUTURE?
W e have seen the tensions that have
arisen in the past. Th ey wou ld probably
have been min or if migration ha d been in
balance. Whether these tensions continue,
and intensify in the future, may w ell
depend on New Zealand’s econom ic
growth.
One can see two competing forces. On
the one hand, we have the prospect of
continuing reductions in the cost of information, transport and communications.
For example, the cost of a trans-Tasman
fare has dropped from three weeks of
work at the average wage in 1950 to one

week in 1985.45 Telecommunication costs
have dropped even more significantly.
People might be able to do business m ore
easily from a distance. If so, then there
would be more tele-working, the growth
of smaller centres, and the growth of
econom ic activity in places far flung from
much of the population such as New
Zealand. Our successful designers —
from software to fashion to furniture —
show that it’s possible.
On the other han d, activity and people
may concentrate incre asingly in fewer,
denser places. Recent economic research
suggests that productivity and wag es are
higher in big cities, wages grow faster,
there is more innovation and more opportunities for specialization and its attendant efficiency gains.
Higher population density lead s to
greater exchange of i nformation, to
labour-mark et advantages such as
improved matching, and to greater
security for workers because of the pool
of employment opportunities. These
factors may be more important over time
as economies of scale increase and tacit
information exchange bec omes more
important.

Figure 6: Common radius from Wellington and Helsinki
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To see the implications for New
Zealand, consider the following Figure 6.
It shows a 2,200 kilometres radius
from Wellington which encompasses
about 3.8 million people, with the same
radius from Helsinki covering over 300
million, from 39 countries. We have
chosen Helsinki as a comparator to
Wellington because Finland is another
small c o u n tr y , w ho s e e co n o m ic
performance is sometime s compa red with
that of New Zealand. If population
density matters for gro wth then b eing in
the middle of m iles of ocean isn’t a
promising place to start.
W e do not know whic h scenario will
result and it is largely out of the control
of governments anywa y. Their cho ice is
whether or not to pursue policies that
result in strong economic growth and
attractive living and working conditions.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In conclusion, we have seen how many
New Zealande rs have foll owed Horace
Greeley and gone W est (even if rather
further West tha n he intend ed). This is
not, howev er, evidence that a common
labour market leads to a ‘brain drain’.
Higher-skilled workers in selected occupations would p resumab ly have acc ess to
the Austr alian labour market even without
the Trans-Ta sman Tra vel Arrang ement.
The key effect of economic integration

has been to increase the flows of those
who would otherwise have been
excluded. These include the lower-skilled
and the higher-skilled older workers or
those whose occu pations were not in
Australia’s a pproved occupatio nal list.
In turn, departing New Zealand
citizens are being replaced b y a slightly
larger inflow of immigrants who, on
paper, appear sligh tly higher skil led
although in practice this may not be the
case.
The marked im balance in migration
between the two co untries has led to
tensions in relation to the fiscal implications of welfare payments and increased
interest in ensuring common criteria for
migrants from third co untries. These
bilateral tensions probably precipitated
issues that would have to be faced eventually in a world w ith greater mo bility
over a working life.
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